


Products• Fitted kitchens 

Handcrafted and made to measure, check out our selection of designs for your next kitchen project 

by Elinor Stephens 
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�Mark Taylor �
Mark Taylor Design is a British manufacturer of bespoke furniture, � 
cabinetry, specialist joinery and interior design. As well as traditional 

� and contemporary handleless kitchens, the company can make 1/, 
furniture for bathrooms, bedrooms, studies and even staircases. � This traditional in-frame kitchen with bespoke island incorporates an � old butchers block as well as Satinato granite worktop. � marktaylordesign.co.uk 
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Sola Kitchens � Each design from Sola Kitchens is individually handcrafted by 1/, cabinet makers in Sweden. The family-owned company has 1/, been building kitchens for over 70 years, combining traditional 1/, 
techniques with the finest of materials to make bespoke 1/, 
furniture that lasts. Here is the Sletten in Gotland Grey design 

� that features a custom-built golden extractor hood. 1/, 
solakitchens.com 
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�Ledbury %
1/,Charlie Smallbone has been at the forefront of design since the ?,:; 1980s, introducing modern day classics such as the hand-painted � kitchen. Using traditional joinery methods and cutting edge modern 
� design, Ledbury Studio's new collection blends the warmth and 
� comfort of a traditional kitchen with a contemporary design ethic. 1/, A new addition to the range is the housekeeper's cupboard. % ledburystudio.com 
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�Espresso �Founded in 2006, Espresso Design sources the latest products from 
� manufacturers across Europe. The company aims to give clients 1/, access to the broadest range of materials, new design features 
� and appliance technology. Shown here is a project in collaboration 
½ with Hudson Architects, featuring the Euromobil Filotabular kitchen 1/, with worktops in Corian Glacier white and stainless steel. 1/, espressodesign.co.uk 
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